The early detection of and screening for melanoma. International status.
Cutaneous melanoma is an increasingly common public health problem in industrialized nations. In theory, education and early detection should decrease melanoma morbidity and mortality, because the lesion is external and visible, risk factors are known, and thin tumors are associated with a high 5-year survival rate. The efficacy of early detection and screening programs, however, remains untested by randomized trials. Some early data are available from melanoma prevention and control efforts that have begun in many nations over the past decade. Textbook definitions of cancer screening are particularly challenging when applied to skin cancer control. Although some propose that there are rigid differences among screening, education, and early detection of skin cancer, the visible nature of this cancer makes early detection through education and screening inextricably intertwined. This article discusses the intermediate measures of education and screening within the context of the American Academy of Dermatology programs. Over the next few decades, screening and education for melanoma and other skin cancer will receive increasing worldwide attention. Multiple strategies will be required to combat increasing incidence and mortality rates. Screening and educational programs have been implemented worldwide, but data on their effects are only just being collected. Future collaborative work in melanoma/skin cancer prevention, education, and early detection holds promise as a way to decrease mortality and save lives.